YMCA

RECORD: YMCA by THE VILLAGE PEOPLE

CHOREO: GREG DIONNE & DAWN McSHANE, (904) 781-9195

INTRO: WAIT 4 BEATS

"CUE: "(DIRECTIONS)

PART

STEPS

"STOIP SAMANTHA"

(PUR I 1/2 R ON FIRST 2)

"SYNCOPATE"

PART A:

PEEL (HANDS LEFT OR RIGHT) 1 BEATS
PEEL (HANDS UP OR DOWN) 8 BEATS
PEEL (HANDS LEFT OR RIGHT) 1 BEATS

STOMP DS(XIF) DR S DR SRS L S DR SRS L S
L R R L R L R L R L
SRS SRS SRS SRS S S
LRL RLR LRL RLR L R

REPEAT ALL ABOVE ABOVE

PART B:

S

L

STOMP DS
LRL R

"STP PS"

(TURN 360 L)

"BACK C DOUBLE STEP"

PART C:

MAKE YMCA HAND MOTIONS

HANDS AROUND DOWN AND CLAP

REPEAT ABOVE

STOMP DSRS KICK
L RLR L

"BEAT, BOUNCE"

"ST JUMP KICK"

(TURN 1/2 L)

"HIGH HORSE"

REPEAT ALL ABOVE ABOVE